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MAIN
CONCLUSIONS
• If territorial exclusivity were considered to

continue to be indispensable for the
financing and exploitation of EU films,
language exclusivity in audiovisual content
distribution contracts may provide a more
natural and legally more robust alternative
for market segmentation along national
borderlines.

• Support schemes might be directed more
actively towards connecting with younger
age groups and transnational cultures.
Research to monitor this might be a starting
point to better understand these
developments and to design optimal
policies to reconnect with these groups.

• The development of a significant European

ABSTRACT

FOCUS ON
The high upfront investments required for making a film
and the large ex-ante uncertainty about its commercial
success form the core challenge of film financing.

This report studies the role of territoriality
in film financing, the legal and market
challenges territoriality faces as a key
model for film financing and the
consequences if EU policies were to
reduce or mitigate the scope of territorial
exclusivity in the audiovisual sector.
It provides information on Member
States’ and EU models of film financing,
explores the challenges film financing
faces from digital developments and
evolving consumer behaviour and
analyses possible alternatives to
traditional methods of financing and
policies to support this.

European films are much less successful in attracting
larger audiences than American films.
While in Europe twice as many feature films are produced
each year as in the US, the current market share of
European films in Europe is typically 20 to 30% of cinema
admissions, TV broadcasts, Video On Demand and film
catalogues.
This relatively weak position can be explained by
language barriers and cultural differences in Europe.
Many European films miss out on economies of scale
which can make them more dependent on territorial
licensing than blockbusters.
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Video On Demand platform as a
counterforce to the current dominance of
platforms from outside the EU could be
stimulated.
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• More selective policies in awarding higher

budgets for fewer films – including larger
budgets for distribution, exhibition and
promotion – would increase the chances for
EU films to find the audience they deserve.
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